Abstract. We show that if µ is a reversible measure for simple random walk on rooted trees whose branches are covers of finite connected directed graphs, then µ is supported on rooted covers of finite connected undirected graphs. For a given finite connected directed graph G and a cover T of G, we give an algorithm to determine whether there exists a finite connected undirected graph whose cover has a branch isomorphic to T .
Introduction
The speed of a random walk X n on a tree is defined to be lim n→∞ |X n | n whenever this limit exists, where |X n | is the graph distance of the location of the random walker after n moves to the initial location of the random walker.
To study the speed, it is useful to introduce a random walk on (isomorphism classes of) rooted trees. The root will typically represent the location of the random walker in which we are interested. Let (T, o) denote the tree T rooted at the vertex o and [T, o] denote the rooted isomorphism class of (T, o) . If the walker is at [T, o] , then the next state is [T, o ] with positive probability for each neighbor o of o.
The speed of simple random walk on Galton-Watson trees was studied by Lyons, Permantle, Peres (1995a) and Takacs (1997) , where the latter deals with periodic trees which are deterministic multi-type Galton-Watson trees. (In the rest of this paper, we shall write LPP for short for Lyons, Pemantle, Peres.) If T has the distribution of a Galton-Watson tree with offspring distribution {p k } k∈N , then T is infinite with positive probability when kp k > 1, and in this case simple random walk on T is transient almost surely given that T is infinite (see Collevecchio (2006) for a short proof of this fact). In LPP (1995a) , it was shown that the speed of simple random walk on T is a constant number almost surely, and an explicit formula was given for the speed. This was done by finding a reversible stationary measure on rooted trees, an augmented Galton-Watson measure, which is concentrated on rooted trees with the following property: if a uniformly chosen edge incident to the root is deleted, then the component of the root has the same distribution as T . With a little work, stationarity of an augmented Galton-Watson measure gives the speed on a tree that has the distribution of an augmented GaltonWatson tree, and the property mentioned above implies that this speed coincides with the speed on T .
We use the word graph to mean a finite connected graph that could possibly be directed or undirected. The word tree can mean both a finite or an infinite tree.
A formula for the speed of biased random walk, in particular simple random walk, on periodic trees (covers of strongly connected directed graphs, hence deterministic multi-type Galton-Watson trees) was first given by Takacs (1997) . If G is a strongly connected directed graph, Takacs found a stationary measure µ for a biased random walk on rooted trees with the property that there is an edge incident to the root such that when that edge is deleted, the component of the root is a cover of G. This property implies that the speed on any cover of G is the same as the speed on a tree T with distribution µ, which Takacs calculated by using the stationarity of µ.
The existence of a reversible measure for simple random walk is useful in two ways: It is easier to determine a reversible stationary measure than a stationary measure, and it implies that there exists a unimodular measure with the same support, which implies many other results through the mass transport principle (Aldous, Lyons (2007) ).
The stationary measure of Takacs is not necessarily reversible. Examples of reversible measures for simple random walk on rooted trees, where the deletion of an edge (in fact any edge) incident to the root leaves the root in a cover of a directed graph, can be obtained in the following way: The uniform measure on the vertex set of an undirected graph H lifts to a measure on rooted covers of H, and biasing this measure by the degree of the root gives a reversible measure for simple random walk (LPP (1995b) ). Thus if T is a cover of a directed graph, T is the cover of an undirected graph and there is an edge e of T such that when e is deleted, one of the two remaining components is isomorphic to T , then the calculation of the speed of simple random walk on T , which is equal to the speed on T , is straightforward.
If µ is a reversible measure for simple random walk on a directed graph G, then G necessarily comes from an undirected graph; that is, there is an undirected graph H such that if each edge of H is replaced by two edges oriented in opposite directions, then simple random walk on the resulting graph has the same state space and transition probabilities as the walk on G. A similar statement holds for simple random walk on trees with branches that are covers of directed graphs: Our main theorem (Theorem 3.7) says that if µ is a reversible measure for simple random walk on rooted trees with the property that there is an edge incident to the root whose deletion leaves the root in a cover of a directed graph, then µ-a.s. (T, o) is a rooted cover of an undirected graph.
The relationship described above between reversible measures for simple random walk on rooted covers of undirected graphs and the measures obtained by biasing them by the degree of the root is a special case of the relationship between a reversible measure for simple random walk and the corresponding unimodular measure. A measure µ on rooted trees is reversible for simple random walk if and only if µ, biased by the reciprocal of the degree of the root, is unimodular (Aldous, Lyons (2007) ). In this context our result says that the only unimodular rooted trees that have periodic branches are the ones mentioned above.
There are several related open problems. One is finding unimodular random networks with subtrees that have the distribution of a non-deterministic multi-type Galton-Watson tree. Other open problems about simple and biased random walks on Galton-Watson trees can be found in LPP (1995b).
The basics
Definitions and notation. Let [n] := {1, . . . , n}. The word graph always refers to a finite connected graph that can be directed or undirected. Trees can be both finite or infinite.
For a graph G, let V (G) and E(G) denote the set of vertices of G and the set of edges of G respectively. For x, y ∈ V (G), we write x ∼ y if x and y are connected by an edge. If G is a directed graph and x and y are connected by a directed edge that is oriented from x to y, let e xy denote that edge. If G is an undirected graph and x ∼ y, then e xy = e yx is the edge connecting x and y. We shall occasionally write e x,y instead of e xy . For any graph G, if e ∈ E(G), we write e ∼ x if x is an endpoint of e.
For a directed graph G and x, y ∈ V (G), a path from x to y is a sequence of edges e 1 , . . . , e n−1 ∈ E(G) such that there exist
. We say that a directed graph G is connected if for each pair of vertices x and y there is a directed path from x to y or from y to x. A directed graph G is strongly connected if for each pair of vertices x and y there are directed paths from x to y and from y to x. Thus every strongly connected graph is connected.
For an undirected graph G and x, y ∈ V (G), a path between x and y is a sequence of edges e 1 , . . . , e n−1 ∈ E(G) such that there exist A tree is a connected graph that does not contain any cycles. Hence, for a tree T and x, y ∈ V (T ), there is a unique simple path between x and y. Let e x (y) denote the first edge on the simple path from x to y. For f ∈ E(T ), let e x (f ) be the first edge of the shortest path that starts from x and contains f . For all x ∈ V (T ) and all e ∈ E(T ) such that e ∼ x, let C x,e denote the component of x when e is deleted. We shall call (C x,e , x) a branch of T . Thus when an edge of a tree is deleted, we get two branches.
Let G, G be two graphs that are both directed or undirected. We say G is (y) . In this case we write
We define the degree of the root of [G, o] to be the degree of the root of any representative of [G, o] .
For a vertex x of a directed graph G, let T x be the (unrooted) tree whose vertices are finite paths (on G) starting from x, where two vertices are connected by an undirected edge if one is the extension of the other by one edge in G. For all y) . Any tree isomorphic to T x for some x ∈ G is called a cover of G.
For an undirected graph H, we define covers of H in the following way: Fix a vertex x of H and consider the unrooted tree T x whose vertices are finite paths on H that start from x and do not backtrack, where two vertices are connected by an edge if one is the extension of the other by one edge. It is easy to see that for all Figure 1 . H and its cover T x , where x is either of the two vertices labeled 3.
x, y ∈ V (H), we have T x is isomorphic to T y . Any tree that is isomorphic to T x for some x ∈ V (H) is called a cover of H.
In Figure 1 we give an example of a finite undirected graph H and part of its cover T x , where x is either of the two vertices of H that are labeled 3. In T x the very top vertex corresponds to the path that consists of x, the vertices at level one correspond to the paths that start at x and that have length 1, and so on.
A rooted cover, (T, o), of a strongly connected directed graph is called a periodic tree. A tree (T, o) is periodic if and only if there is an N ∈ N such that for each x ∈ V (T ) there exists a vertex y whose graph distance to o is less than N and for e = e x (o) and f = e y (o), we have that (C x,e , x) is rooted isomorphic to (C y,f , y). All periodic trees are deterministic multi-type Galton-Watson trees with finitely many types; that is, there is a labeling of the vertices by elements of a finite set L such that for every y, z ∈ V (T ) that have the same label, we have that for all m ∈ L, y and z have an equal number of children whose label is m. (See Athreya, Nery (2004) for a definition of multi-type Galton Watson trees in general.)
Reversible measures on covers of undirected graphs. In this subsection we construct some reversible measures for simple random walk on rooted covers of any undirected graph H by studying a corresponding random walk on {[H, x] : x ∈ V (H)} and show that the branches of covers H are periodic trees.
For all x ∈ V (H) and o ∈ V (T x ), define h(o) to be the last vertex of the path on y] , and via this identification a random walk on isomorphism classes of rooted covers of H gives a random walk on {[H, x] : x ∈ V (H)}, and vice versa. Another consequence is that each cover of H is quasi-transitive; that is,
We consider simple random walk on isomorphism classes of rooted covers of H; that is, for x ∈ V (H) and o, o ∈ V (T x ) if the walker is at [T x , o] , in the next step of the random walk the walker moves to [T x , o ] with probability k/ deg T x o, where k is the cardinality of the set {o
Let ν be the uniform measure on V (H). Define the measure µ by µ( [H, x] ) := ν (y) , where the sum runs over all y ∈ V (H) such that (H, y) ∼ = (H, x). This induces a measure on isomorphism classes of rooted covers of H, which we also denote by µ: We define µ ([T x , o] ) to be µ ([H, h(o)] ). Biasing each of the measures µ by the degree of the respective root within the underlying graph or tree (i.e. the degree of the root of any representative from the isomorphism class), we get two new measures that are reversible for simple random walk on the spaces on which they are defined.
As we mentioned before, the branches of covers of undirected graphs are periodic trees. To see this, let H be an undirected graph. For all x ∈ V (H), a directed graph H whose rooted covers are isomorphic to 
, where m is the number of edges between any two vertices of H labeled l 2 and l 3 , and δ l 1 ,l 3 = 1 if l 1 = l 3 and δ l 1 ,l 3 = 0 otherwise.
If H is as in Figure 1 , then L = {2, 3} and V (H ) = {(2.3), (3, 2), (3, 3)}. There will be exactly one edge directed from (3, 2) to (2, 3) in the corresponding H , since the only way to extend a path on H whose last two vertices have labels 3 and 2 in that order is by adding an edge whose other endpoint has label 3. The complete graph H can be seen in Figure 2 .
Thus, as we mentioned in the introduction, the stationary measures described above enable us to calculate the speed of simple random walk on any cover of a directed graph that is a branch of a cover of some undirected graph. Figure 2 shows H for the undirected graph H illustrated in Figure 1 .
The main theorem
In the previous section we showed that if H is an undirected graph, then there is a reversible measure for simple random walk on rooted covers of H and the branches of rooted covers of H are deterministic multi-type Galton-Watson trees. Now our aim is to show that those are the only reversible measures on trees with the following property: For each vertex x of the tree there is an edge e ∼ x such that when e is deleted the branch that x is in is a cover of a directed graph.
Let R be a collection of rooted covers of directed graphs.
We show that if µ is a reversible measure for simple random walk on Π, then µ-a.s. (T, o) is the cover of an undirected graph.
Note that R is at most countable, and even when R is finite, the sets D, E and consequently Π are not necessarily finite. o) is a cover of G , then for any y ∈ V (T ) we have that (C y ,e y (o) , y ) is a cover of G . In fact there is a directed graph G such that (T, o) is a cover of G, and if (T , o ) is any cover of G, then there exists y ∈ V (T ) such that (T , o ) is isomorphic to (C y ,e y (o) , y ).
o)}. Since the trees in R are covers of directed graphs, A consists of isomorphism classes of all covers of the directed graphs chosen as in Remark 3.1. When R is finite, since the directed graphs that the trees in R cover have finitely many types, A is finite. When R is countable, A is also countable. 
Remark 3.3. If [T, o] ∈ Π − E, then (T, o ) ∈ R for some o ∈ V (T ). Consequently (T, o ) is the cover of a directed graph. This implies that for any
We shall also use E T to denote the graph whose edge set is E T and whose vertex set is {x ∈ V (T ) : ∃e ∈ E T , x ∼ e}.
Lemma 3.4. For all [T, o] ∈ Π, E T is connected.
Proof. Let e = e xy , f = f zt ∈ E T with x ∼ y, z ∼ t being distinct vertices of T . Without loss of generality assume f ∈ C y,e and e ∈ C z,f . Since e ∈ E T , [C y,e , y] ∈ A . Let p ∼ r be two vertices on the simple path between e and f , with p being closer to e than to f . Let d = e pr . Since [C y,e , y] ∈ A , by Remark 3.2 we have [C r,d , r] ∈ A . By the same reasoning (using f instead of e), we get [C p,d , p] ∈ A . These two together give that d ∈ E T . Since d is an arbitrary edge on the simple path between e and f , all the edges on the simple path between e and f are in E T , which implies that E T is connected. y,e x,y , y] : y ∼ x} has at most deg x elements, which are all isomorphism classes of covers of a directed graph G. Since R is finite, we have that deg x is bounded and there is a finite number of such graphs G, where each of them has a finite number of covers up to isomorphism. Consequently, { [T, o] : o ∈ T } is finite, and therefore T is quasitransitive. Let H be the undirected graph whose vertex set is { [T, o] : o ∈ T }, where two vertices [T, o] and [T, o ] 
Lemma 3.5. Assume R is finite. Then, if [T, o] ∈ Π satisfies E T = E(T ), T is a cover of an undirected graph H.

Proof. Assume that E T = E(T ). For each vertex x ∈ T , {[C
are connected if there exists o ∈ V (T ) such that o ∼ o and (T, o ) ∼ = (T, o ).
Since T is quasi-transitive and connected, H is finite and connected. It is easy to see that T is a cover of H.
Lemma 3.6. Assume R is finite. Let [T, o ] ∈ Π satisfy ∅ = E T = E(T ). Then if µ is a reversible measure for simple random walk on Π such that µ([T, x]
: x ∈ V (T )) = 1, T is a cover of an undirected graph.
Proof. Note that in the lemma T is fixed, but we get different rooted trees by allowing the root to be any vertex of T . Assume that µ is as in the statement of the lemma. Now E T is connected by Lemma 3.4. For each e ∈ E(T ) that is not in E T , if the deletion of e gives two infinite components, then orient e towards E T . Otherwise there is no orientation on e. Since µ is reversible for simple random walk, the measure µ obtained by biasing µ by the reciprocal of the degree of the root is unimodular; i.e. the mass transport principle holds for µ (Aldous, Lyons (2007)). Therefore we can apply the mass transport principle in the following way: Send mass one through every oriented edge. We have
where f (T, x, y) is the mass sent from x to y.
If the mass is sent from o (along e o ), then since C o,e o is infinite, o receives mass from some vertex y through the edge e y . By the same reasoning we can conclude that the root receives mass if it sends mass. Thus for every [T, o] , the mass received by o is greater than or equal to the mass sent by o. Hence the mass the root sends is equal to the mass the root receives µ -almost surely. Let
Thus for each [T, o] ∈ C 0 , o has at least one neighbor x such that when e ox / ∈ E T is deleted, we get two infinite branches.
Since the expected mass the root sends is equal to the expected mass the root receives, this implies µ (C 0 ) = 0, which is equivalent to µ(C 0 ) = 0.
For x, y ∈ V (T ), let d(x, y) be the number of edges on the shortest path between x and y. For all n ≥ 1, let
Since µ is stationary and µ(C 0 ) = 0, we have µ(C n ) = 0 for all n ∈ N. Thus 0 = µ(
x ∈ V (T )) = 1, which is a contradiction. Therefore when E T is deleted, the remaining components are finite.
We
∈ E T is deleted, we get two branches: one finite branch and one infinite branch whose edge set contains E T . When an edge in E T is deleted, by definition we get two branches in A , one of which contains f . Therefore by Remark 3.2 the finite branches are all in A . In particular there is a finite number of finite branches up to isomorphism. Next we show that there is a finite number of infinite branches up to isomorphism obtained by deleting an edge f / ∈ E T as well, and this will prove our claim. Let
So, E 0 is the set of edges e = e xy that are not in E T but incident to an edge f ∈ E T where f ∼ x ∼ e and y is not the endpoint of any edge in E T . For e xy ∈ E 0 , if e = e xz ∼ x, then either e ∈ E T or (C z,e , z) is finite. In either case [C z,e , z] ∈ A . Since A is finite and deg T x is bounded (since R is finite), we have that { [T, x] : ∃y ∈ V (T ), e xy ∈ E 0 } is finite. This implies that { [C x,e xy , x] : e xy ∈ E 0 } is finite. Now if f = e zt is any edge not in E T ∪ E 0 and [C z,f , z] is the infinite branch when f is deleted, then let e = e xy be the unique element of E 0 ∩ E(C z,f ) that is of minimal distance to f . Now let (T f,z , z) be the finite tree that is obtained from (C z,f , z) by deleting all the edges that are also in E(C x,e ). Thus if we identify
Since there is a finite number of finite branches up to isomorphism, the set
This proves our claim that { [C x,e , x] : x ∈ V (T ), x ∼ e ∈ E(T )} is finite. As in the proof of Lemma 3.5, since deg T x is bounded, this implies that T is the cover of an undirected graph.
Theorem 3.7. Let µ be a measure on Π. If µ is reversible for simple random walk, then µ-a.s. (T, o) is a cover of an undirected graph H.
Proof. To show that the conclusion holds, it is enough to prove it for extremal unimodular measures, since any unimodular measure is a mixture of extremal unimodular measures.
So assume µ is extremal. By Theorem 4.7 of Aldous, Lyons (2007) , the sets invariant under unrooted isomorphisms have µ-measure 1 or 0.
Let
Since R is countable, B is countable. By Theorem 4.7 of Aldous, Lyons (2007) , B has measure 1 or 0. If µ(B) = 1, then since B is countable, we have µ({ [T, o] : o ∈ V (T )}) = 1 for some labeled tree T . Now let e = e xy ∈ E T so that (C x,e , x) , (C y,e , y) are covers of some directed graphs G 1 and G 2 . Then every z ∈ V (T ) has the property that there is an f ∈ E(T ) incident to z (namely e z (x) or e z (y)) such that (C z,f , z) is a cover of G 1 or G 2 . Thus we can apply Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 with R being the set of all covers of G 1 and G 2 to conclude that T is a cover of an undirected graph. We now show that µ( . We first show that there is a bijection between the vertices and edges of T to obtain an orientation of the edges. In this case, for every x ∈ T , there is exactly one edge incident to x such that when that edge is deleted, the component of x rooted at x is isomorphic to a tree in R, since if there were two such edges e = e xy = f , we would have [C x,e For all x ∈ V (T ), let e x be the edge that satisfies [C x,e x , x] ∈ A. This map is one-to-one since if e x = e y , then we necessarily have x ∼ y and e x = e y = e xy ∈ E T , which is a contradiction. It is onto since if e = e xy for some x ∼ y and e x = e = e y , then since [T, o] ∈ E, ∃f ∼ x, f = e such that [C x,f , x] ∈ A, which implies [C y,e , y] ∈ A . Using the same argument but reversing the positions of x and y, we get [C x,e , x] ∈ A . This together with [C y,e , y] ∈ A gives that e ∈ E T , contradicting that E T = ∅. This proves our claim.
We are ready to apply the mass transport principle. As in the proof of Lemma 3.6, µ is unimodular. For all [T, o] ∈ B 1 and all x ∈ V (T ), orient e x away from x. Start with a unit mass at each vertex and transport it along the oriented edges whose deletion leaves two infinite components. If mass is sent from x (along e x ), then since C x,e x is infinite, x receives mass from some vertex y through the edge e y . By the same reasoning we can conclude that each vertex receives mass if and only if it sends mass. For any tree T ∈ B 1 , let S T be the set of vertices of T through which mass is transported. The mass transport principle implies that µ -almost surely (hence µ) if the root is in S T ; then the root has exactly two neighbors that are in S T . Stationarity of µ implies that any vertex in S T has exactly two neighbors that are in S T .
Let S T be the graph whose vertex set is S T and E(S T ) := {e x : x ∈ S T }. Then S T is connected: For if S T had two disconnected components, they would necessarily be two copies of Z. Then the deletion of any edge of T that is on the simple path between the two components would give two infinite components. This would imply that all the vertices on that path are in S T . Therefore the vertices where the path joins either component of S T would have three neighbors that are in S T , contradicting the fact that any vertex in S T has exactly two neighbors that are in S T .
Thus µ -a.s. or equivalently µ-a.s. (T, o) has exactly one copy of Z, namely S T ; has finite branches that are attached to S T ; and with respect to the orientation of the edges described above, every edge of S T is oriented in the same direction and the edges that are not in S T are oriented towards S T . Let B 2 be the set of isomorphism classes of such rooted trees. conditions i) and ii). Hence it is enough to check whether H has a connected component H that satisfies conditions i) and ii).
